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NAVAHO HOUSES

By Cosmos Mindeleff

INTRODUCTION

The account of the houses or hogaus of the Navaho Indians which

is presented heie will be of interest to the student of architectuie, it is

believed, because data concerning such primitive types of house struc

tures are quite rare. It is also thought to be of interest to the arche-

ologist and ethnologist as well as to the general reader, for it is well

known that no one product of a people's art exhibits so clearly their

mental attitude and their industrial status as the houses which they

build.

Much of the material here presented was obtained some ten years

ago, when the recent changes which have taken place in Navaho life

had only just begun. Although the same processes are now employed

in house construction as formerly, and although the same ceremonies

are observed, they are not so universally nor so strictly adliered to as

they were. The present tendency is such that in a comparatively short

time the rules for the construction of a hogan which have been handed

down through many generations and closely followed, and the elaborate

ceremonies of dedication which formerly were deemed essential to the

well-being of the occupants, will be so far raodifled as to be no longer

recognizable, if, indeed, they are not altogether abandoned. Such

being the case, even a bare record of the conditions which have pre-

vailed for at least two centuries must be of value.

As the architecture of a primitive people is influenced largely by the

character of the country in which they live, a brief description of the

Navaho reservation is deemed necessary. Similarly, the habits of life

of the people, what a naturalist would term their life history, which in

combination with the physical environment practically dictates their

arts, is worthy of notice, for without some knowledge of the coudi

tions under which a people live it is difficult, if not impossible, to obtain

an adequate conception of their art products.

The winter hognns are the real homes of the people, but as the form

and construction of these are dictated by certain rules and a long line

of precedents, supported by a conservatism which is characteristic

of savage life, the summer shelters, which are largely exempt from

such rules, are of considerable interest. Moreover, the effects of mod-

ern conditions and the breaking down of the old ideas should have
475



476 NAYAHO HOUSES [eth.ann. 17

some place iu a discussion of tliis kind, if only for the hint afforded as

to the future of the tribe.

The elaborate ceremonies of dedication which in the old days always
followed the construction of a house, and are still practiced, exhibit

almost a new phase of Indian culture. The essentially religious

character of the Indian mind, and his desire to secure for himself and
for his family those benefits which he believes will follow from the
establishment of a perfect understanding with his deities—in other

words, from the rendering of proper homage to benignant deities and
the propitiation of the maleficent ones—are exhibited in these cere-

monies. The sketch of Ihem which is here given, the songs which
form a part of the ceremony, and the native explanations of some of

the features will, it is believed, assist to a better understanding of
Indian character.

Finally, the rather full nomenclature of parts and elements of the

house which forms the last section of this memoir will probably be of

service to those who find in language hints and suggestions, or per-

haps direct evidence, of the various steps taken by a peojde in the

course of their development. As the writer is not competent to discuss

the data from that point of view, it is presented here in this form for

the benefit of those who are. Some suggestions of the derivation of

various terms are given, but only as suggestions.

Much of the material which is comprised in this report was collected

by the late A. M. Stephen, who lived for many years among the Navaho.
His high standing and universal popularity among these Indians gave
him opportunities for the collection of data of this kind which have
seldom been afforded toothers. Some of the notes and sketches of Mr
Victor Mindeletf, whose studies of Pueblo architecture are well known,
have been utilized in this report. The author is indebted to I)r Wash-
ington Matthews, the well-known authority on the Navaho Indians, for

revising the spelling of native terms occurring throughout the text.

In the present paper two spellings of the Naviiho word for hut are

used. The proper form is qoydn, but in and around the Navaho coun-

try it has become an adopted English word under the corrupt form

hogun. Thus nearly all the whites in that region pronounce and spell

it, and many of the Indians, to be easily understood by whites, are

pronouncing it lately in the corrupted form. Therefore, wherever the

term is employed as an adopted English word, the form hogun is given,

but where it is used as part of a Navaho phrase or compound word the

strictly correct form qncjdn is preserved.

An inverted comma (') following a vowel shows that the vowel is

aspirated.

An inverted comma following I shows that the Z' is aspirated in a

peculiar manner—more with the side than with the tip of the tongue.

y represents the nasalized form of n.

() rei)resents the Arabic (jhain.

In other respects the alphabet of the Bureau is followed.
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DESCKIPTION OF THE COUNTRY

The Navaho reservation comprises an exteusive area in the extreme
northeastern part of Arizona and the northwestern corner of New
Mexico (plate lxxxii). The total area is over 11,000 sqnare miles, of

whicli about 650 square miles are in New Mexico; but it would be difli-

cult to find a region of equal size and with an equal population where
so large a proportion of the land is so nearly worthless. This (M)ndition

has had an important effect on the people and their arts, and especially

on their houses.

The region may be ronghly characterized as a vast sandy plain, arid

in the extreme; or ratiier as two such plains, separated by a chain of

mountains running northwest and southeast. In the southern part of

the reservation this mountain range is known as the Choiskai moun-
tains, and here the top is flat and niesalike in character, dotted with

little lakes and covered with giant pines, which in the summer give it

a park-like aspect. The general elevation of this plateau is a little less

than 9,000 feet above the sea and about 3,000 feet above the valleys or

plains cast and west of it.

The continuation of the range to the northwest, separated from the

Choiskai only by a high pass, closed in winter by deep snow, is known
as the Tunicha mountains. The summit here is a sharp ridge with pro-

nounced slopes and is from 9,000 to 9,400 feet high. Ou the west

there are numerous small streams, which, rising near the summit,
course d<jwn the steep slopes and finally discharge through Canyon
Chelly into the great Chinlee valley, which is the western of the two
valleys referred to above. The eastern slope is more pronounced than

the western, and its streams are so small and insignificant that they

are hardly worthy of mention.

Still farther to the northwest, and not separated from the Tunicha
except by a drawing in or narrowing of the mountain mass, with no
depression of the summit, is another part of the same range, which bears

a separate name. It is known as the Lukachukai mountains. Here
something of the range character is lost, and the uplift becomes a

confused mass, a single great pile, with a maximum altitude of over

9,400 feet.

Northwest of this point the range breaks down into Chinlee valley,

but directly to the north is another uplift, called the Carriso moun-
tains. It is a single mass, separated from the range proper by a com-

paratively low area of less than 7,000 feet altitude, while the Carriso

itself is over 9,400 feet above the sea.

The western and northwestern parts of the reservation might also be
classed as mountainous. Here there is a great mesa or elevated table-

land, cut and gashed by innumerable canj'ons and gorges, and with a
general elevation of 7,500 to 8,000 feet. Throughout nearly its whole

extent it is impassable to wagons.
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The valleys to whic'li reference lias been made are the Chlnlee on the
west and the Chaco on the east of the principal luountaiu range
described. Both run nearly dne north, and the former has a fall of

about 2,000 feet from the divide, near the southern reservation line, to the
northern boundary, a distance of about 85 miles. Chaco valley heads
farther south and discharges into San Juan river within the reserva-

tion. It has less fall than the Chinlee. Both valleys are shown on
the maps as occupied by rivers, bat the rivers materialize only after

heavy rains; at all other times there is only a dry, sandy channel.

Chaco " river," which heads in the continental divide, carries more
water than the Chelly, which occupies Chinlee valley, and is more
often found to contain a little water. The valleys have a general alti-

tude of 5,000 to 0,000 feet above the sea.

The base of the mountain range has an average breadth of only 12

or 15 miles. And it is a pronounced impediment to east-aud west com-
munication. It is probably on this account that the Navaho are

divided into two principal bands, under different leaders. Those of

one band seldom travel in the territory of the other. The Navaho of

the west, formerly commanded by old Ganamucho (now deceased),

have all tlie advantages in regard to location, and on the whole are a
finer body of men than those of the east.

On the west the mountains break down into Chinlee valley by a
gradual slope—near the summit quite steep, then running out into

table lands and long foothills. This region is perhaps the most desir-

able on the reservation, and is thickly inhabited. On the east the

mountains descend by almost a single slope to the edge of the approxi-

mately Hat Chaco valley. In a few rods the traveler passes from the
comparatively fertile mountain i-egion into the flat, extremely arid val-

ley country, and in 50 or 00 miles' ti-avel after leaving the mountains he
will not find wood enough to make his camp tire, nor, unless he moves
rajiidly, water enough to carry his horses over the intervening distance.

Throughout the whole region great scarcity of water prevails; in the
large valleys during most of the year there is none, and it is only iu

the mountain districts that there is a permanent supply; but there life

is almost impossible during the winter. This condition has had much
to do with the migratory habits of the people, or rather with their fre-

quent moving from place to place; for tliey are not a nomadic peoi)le as

the term is usually employed. This is one of the reasons why tlie Nav-
aho have no tixed habitations.

San Juan river forms a short section of the northeastern boundary
of tiie Navaho country, and this is practically the only jjerennial stream
to which they have access. It is of little use to them, however, as
there are no tributaries from the southern or reservation side, other

than the Chaco and Chelly "rivers," which are really merely drainage
channels and are dry during most of the year. The eastern sloi)e of

the mountain range gives rise to no streams, and the foot of the range
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on tbat side is as dry and waterless as tbe valley itself. One may
travel for 20 miles over tliis valley and not find a drop of water.

Except at Sulphur springs, warm volcanic springs about 30 miles south
of the San Juan, the ordinary traveler will not find sufficient water
between the foot of the mountains and the river, a distance of over 50
miles. Such is the character of Chaco valley. But the Indians know
of a few holes and pockets in this region which yield a scanty supply of

water during jiarts of the year, and somewhere in the vicinity of these

pockets will be found a hogan or two.

Chaco wash or river, like most of the large drainage channels of this

country, has a permanent underflow, and by digging wells in the dry,

sandy bed it is often possible to obtain a limited supply of water.

This is well known to the Navaho, and 90 per cent of the houses of

this region are located within reach of the wash, whence the supply
of water which the Navaho deems essential is procured.

On the western slope of the mountains and in the canyons and cliffs

of the high table-lands which form the western part of the reservation,

the water supply, while still scanty, is abundant as compared with the

eastern part. In the mountains themselves there are numerous small

streams, some of which carry water nearly all the year; while here and
there throughout the region are many diminutive springs almost or

quite permanent in character. Most of the little streams rise near the

crest of the mountains and, flowing westward, are collected in a deep
canyon cut in the western slope, whence the water is discharged into

Chiulee valley, and traversing its length in the so-called Kio de Chelly,

finally reaches San Juan river. But while these little streams are

fail ly permanent up in the mountains, their combined flow is seldnm
sufficient, except in times of flood, to reach the mouth of Canyon
Chelly and Chinlee valley. However, here, as in the Chaco, there is

an underflow, which the Indians know how to utilize and from which
they can always obtain a sufficient supply of potable water.

The whole Navaho country lies within what the geologists term the

Plateau region, and its topograjjhy is dictated by the jieculiar cliarac-

teristics of that area. The soft sandstone measures, wliich are its

most pronounced feature, appear to lie perfectly horizontal, but in fact

the strata have a slight, although iiersistent dip. From this peculiarity

it comes about that each stratum extends for miles with an unbroken
sameness which is extremely monotonous to the traveler; but finany

its dip carries it under the next succeeding stratum, whose edge
appears as an escarpment or cliff, and this in turn stretches out Hat
and uninteresting to the horizon. To the eye it ai)pears an ideal coun-

try for traveling, but only a very slight experience is necessary to

reveal its deceptiveness. Everywhere the flat mesas are cut and
seamed by gorges and narrow canyons, sometimes imjjassable even to

a horse. Except along a few routes which have been established here
and there, wagon travel is extremely difficult and often impossible. It
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is not iiuusiuil for a wagon to travel 50 or 60 miles between two points

not 20 miles distant from each other.

The high mountain districts are characterized by a heavy growth of

giant pines, with firs and spruce in the highest parts, and many groves
of scrub oak. The pines are abundant and make excellent lumber.
Going downward they merge into pifious, useful for firewood but
valueless as timber, and these in turn give place to junipers and
cedars, which are found everywhere throughout the foothills and on
the high mesa lands. The valleys proper, and the low mesas which
bound them, are generally destitute of trees; their vegetation consists

only of sagebrush and greasewood, with a scanty growth of grass in

favorable spots.

To the traveler in the valley the country appears to consist of sandy
plains bounded in the distance by rocky cliffs. When he ascends to the
higher plateaus he views a wide landscape of undulating plain studded
with wooded hills, while from the mountain summits he looks down
upon a land which apjiears to be everywhere cut into a network of

jagged canyons—a confused tangle of clifis and gorges without system.

For ar few weeks in early summer the table lands are seen in their

most attractive guise. The open stretches of the mesas are carpeted

with verdure almost hidden under a profusion of flowers. The gray
and dusty sagebrush takes on a tinge of green, and even the prickly

and repulsive greasewood clothes itself with a multitude of golden
blossoms. Cacti of various kinds vie with one another in producing
the most brilliant flowers, odorless but gorgeous. But in a few
weeks all this brightness fades and the country resumes the colorless

monotonous aspect which characterizes it.

July and August and sometimes part of Sei)tember comprise the

rainy season. This period is marked by sudden heavy showers of short

duration, and the sandy soil absorbs sufficient moisture to nourish the

grass and herbage for a time; but most of the water finds its way
directly into deep-cut channels and thence in heavy torrents to the deep
canyons of the San Juan and the Colorado, where it is lost. A small

portion of the rainfall and much of the snow water iiercolates the soil

and the porous sandstones which compose the region, and issues in

small springs along the edges of the mesas and in the little canyons;

but these last only a few months, and they fail in the time of greatest

need—in the hot summer days when the grass is dry and brittle and
the whole country is parched.

The direct dependence of the savage on nature as he finds it is

nowhere better illustrated than on the jSTavaho reservation. In the

three essentials of land, water, and vegetation, his country is not an
ideal one. The hard conditions under which he lives have acted

directly on his arts and industries, on his habits and customs, and also

ou his mind and his mythology. In one respect only has he an advan-

tage: he is blessed with a climate which acts in a measure as an ofiset
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to tbe other conditions and enables Lim to lead a life whicb is on the

whole not onerous.

In these dry elevated regions the heat is never oppressive in the

day and the nights are always cool. Day temperatures of 120° or

more are not uncommon in the valleys in July and August, but the

humidity is so slight that such high readings do not produce tbe dis-

comfort tbe figures might imply. In his calico shirt and breeches the

Navabo is quite comfortable, and in tbe cool of the evening and night
he has but to add a blanket, which he always has within reach. Tlie

range between tbe day and night temi)erature in summer is often very
great, but tbe bouses are constructed to meet these conditions; they
are cool in hot weather and warm in cold weather.

The extreme dryness of the air has another advantage from tbe
Indian point of view, in that it permits a certain degree of tilthiness.

This seems inseparable from the Indian character, but it would he
impossible in a moist climate; even under the favorable conditions of

the plateau country many of the tribes are periodically decimated by
smallpox.

HABITS OF THE PEOPLE

The habits of a people, which are to a certain extent the product of

the country in which they live, in turn have a pronounced effect on their

habitations. 'New Mexico and Arizona came into the possession of tbe

United States in 1S4G, and prior to that time the Navaho lived chiefly

by war and i)lunder. The Mexican settlers along the Rio Grande and
the Pueblo Indians of tbe same region were tbe principal contributors

to their welfare, and the thousands of sheep and horses which were
stolen from these people formed tbe nucleus or starting point of the

large flocks and herds which constitute the wealth of the Navaho
today.

Tbe Navabo reservation is better suited for the raising of sheep than
for anything else, and the stej) from the life of a warrior and hunter to

that of a shepherd is not a long one, nor a hard one to take. Under
the stress of necessity the Navabo became a peaceable pastoral tribe,

living by their flocks and herds, and practicing horticulture only in an
extremely limited and precarious way. Under modem conditions they
are slowly developing into an agricultural tribe, and this development
has already i)rogressed far enough to materially affect their bouse
structures; but in a general way it may be said that they are a pastoral

jieople, and their habits have been dictated largely by that mode of life.

Every family is possessed of a flock of sheep and goats, sometimes
numbering many tliousands, and a baud of horses, generally several

hundreds, in a few instances several thousands. In recent times many
possess small herds of cattle, tbe progeny of those which strayed into

the reservation from tbe numerous large herds in its vicinity, or were
picked ui) about tbe borders by some Navaho whose thrift was more

17 ETH, PT. 2 2
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highly developed than his honesty. The condition of the tribe, as a
whole, is not only far removed from hardship, but may even be said to

be one of comparative affluence.

Owing to tlie scarcity of grass over most of the country, and the

difficulty of procuring a sufficient supply of water, the flocks must be
moved from place to ijlace at (luite frequent intervals. This condition

more than any other has worked against the erection of permanent
houses. Yet the Navaho are by no means nomads, and the region

within which a given family moves back and forth is extremely circum-

scribed.

In a general way the movements of a family are regulated by the

condition of the grass and the supply of water. In a dry season many of

the small springs cease to flow at an early date in the summer. More-
over, if a flock is kept too long in one locality, the grass is almost

destroyed by close cropping, forcing the abandonment of that particu-

lar place for two or three years. When this occurs, the place will

recover and the grass become good again if left entirely undisturbed

for several years.

The usual practice is to take the flocks up into the mountains or on
the high plateaus during the summer, quartering them near some
spring or small stream, and when the snow conies they are moved
down to the lower foothills or out into the valleys. In the winter both
shepherds and sheep depend on the snow for their water supply, and
by til is means an immense tract of country, which otherwise would be
a perfect waste, is utilized. As the snow disappears from the valleys

the flocks are gradually driven back again into the uunutains.

The heavy fall of snow in the mountains and its slow melt) g in

spring makes that region far more fertile and grassy than the valleys,

and were it possible to remain there throughout the year doubtless

many families would do so. As it is, however, the feed is covered too

deeply for the sheep to reach it, and during several months heavy
snowdrifts make communication very difficult and at times imi)ossible.

In a few favored localities—usually small, well-sheltered valleys here

and there in the mountains—some families may remain throughout the

winter, but as a rule, at the lir-st approach of the cold season and
before the first snow flies there is a general exodus to the low-lying

valleys and the low mesa regions, and the mountains are practically

abandoned for a time.

During the rainy season pools and little lakes of water are formed
all over the flat country, lasting sometimes several weeks. Advantage
is taken of the opportunity thus afforded and the flocks are driven out

on the plains and grazed in the vicinity of the water so long as the

supply holds out, but as this is seldom prolonged more than a few
weeks it is not surprising that the house erected by the head of the

family should be of a very temporary nature. In fact the most finished

house structures of these people must be temporary rather than
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permanent SO long as the conditions sketclied above prevail; in other

words, so long as they depend principally on their sheep.

Another result of these conditions is that each family lives by itself

and, as it were, on its own ground. Large communities are impossible,

and while there are instances where eight or ten families occupy some

place of exceptionally favorable location, these are rare, lu fact to see

even three or four hogans together is remarkable. There are perhaps

more hogans in Canyon Chelly than in any other one locality, but

the people who live here are regarded by the other Navaho as poor,

because they own but few sheep and horses and depend principally on

horticulture for their subsistence. Incidentally it may be stated that

horses are well esteemed by the Navaho as an article of food, and that

the large herds which some of them own are not so wholly useless as

they appear to the casual traveler.

Canyon Chelly, which the Navaho call Tsegi, contains several small

streams and numerous patches of arable land on the bottoms. The

conditions here are exceptionally favorable for horticulture; indeed,

the numerous remains of cliff dwellings which are found in the canyon

would show this if other evidence were lacking. It has long been

famous among the Navaho as the horticultural center of the tribe, and

for its peach crops, derived from thousands of trees planted in sheltered

nooks. In the summer scattered members of the various families or

clans gather there by hundreds from every part of the reservation to

feast together for a week or two on green corn, melons, and peaches.

As a rule, however, each hogan stands by itself, and it is usually hid-

den away so effectually that the traveler who is not familiar with the

customs of the people might journey for days and not see half a dozen

of them. The spot chosen for a dwelling place is either some shel-

tered nook in a mesa or a southward slope on the edge of a pinon grove

near a good fuel supply and not too far from water. A house is very

seldom built close to a spring—perhaps a survival of the habit which

prevailed when the people were a hunting tribe and kept away from

the water holes in order not to disturb the game which frequented

them.
So prevalent is this custom of placing the houses in out-of the way

places that the casual traveler receives the impression that the region

over which he has passed i-< practically uninhabited. He may, perhaps,

meet half a dozen Indians in a day, or he may meet none, and at sun-

set when he camps he will probably hear the bark of a dog in the

distance, or he may notice on the mountain side a pillar of smoke like

that arising from his own camp iire. This is all that he will see to

indicate the existence of other life than his own, yet the tribe numbers

over 12,000 souls, and it is probable that there was no time during the

day when there were not several pairs of eyes looking at him, and were

he to fire his gun the report would probably be heard by several hun-

dred persons. Probably this custom of half-concealed habitations is a
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survival from the time when the Navahu weie warriors aud plunderers,

and lived in luoineiitaiy expectation of repi-isals on the part ol' their

victims.

Although the average Navaho family may be said to be in almost
constant movement, they are not at all nomads, yet the term has
fre(iuently been applied to them. Each family moves back aud forth

within a certain circumscribed area, and the smallness of this area is

one of the most remarkable things lu Savaho life.

Ninety per cent of the Navaho one meets on the reservation are

mounted aud usually riding at a gallop, api)areutly bent on some
important business at a far-distant point. But a closer acquaintance
will develop the fact that there are many grown men in the tribe who
are entirely ignorant of the country 30 or -10 miles from where they were
born. It is an exceptional Navaho who knows the country well (JO miles

about his birthplace, or the place where he may be living, usually the

same thing. It is doubtful whether there are more than a few dozens of

Navaho living west of the mountains who know anything of tlie coun-

try to the east, and vice versa. This ignorance of what we may term
the immediate vicinity of a place is experienced by every traveler who
has occasiou to make a long journey over the reservation and employs
a guide. But he discovers it only by personal experience, for the guide
will seldom admit his ignorance and travels on, depending on meeting-

other Indians living in that vicinity who will give him the required

local knowledge. This peculiar trait illustrates the extremely restricted

area within which each "nomad" family lives.

Now and then one may meet a family moving, for such movements
are quite common. Usually each family has at least two locations—not

definite places, but regions—and they move from one to the other as

the necessity arises. In such cases they take everything with them,

including tlocks of sheep and goats and herds of ponies and cattle, if

they i^ossess any. The qasfiy, as the head of the family is called,

drives the ponies and cattle, the former a degenerate lot of little beasts

not much larger than an ass, but capable of carrying a man in an
emergency 100 miles in a day. He carries his arms, for the coyotes

trouble the sheep at night, two or three blankets, and a buckskin on
his saddle, but nothing more. It is his special duty to keep the ponies

moving and in the trail. Following him comes a flock of sheep and
goats, bleating and nibbling at the bushes and grass as they slowly

trot along, urged by the dust-begrimed squaw aud her children. Sev-

eral of the more tractable ponies carry packs of household ett'ects

stuffed into buckskin and cotton bags or wrai)ped in blankets, a little

corn for food, the rude blanket loom of the woman, baskets, and wicker

bottles, and perhaps a scion of the house, too young to walk, perched
on top of all. Such a caravan is always accompanied by several dogs

—

curs of unknown breed, but invaluable aids to the women and children

in herding the flocks.
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Under the Navaho system descent is in the female line. The cliil-

dren belong to the mother, and likewise practically all property except
horses and cattle. Sheep and goats belong exclusively to her, and the
head of the family can not sell a sheep to a passing traveler without
first obtaining the consent and approval of his wife. Hence in such a
movement as that sketched above the flocks are looked after by the
women, while under normal circumstances, when the family has settled

down and is at home, the care of the Hocks devolves almost entirely on
the little children, so young sometimes that they can just toddle about.
The waters are usually regarded by the Navaho as the common prop-

erty of the tribe, but the cultivable lands in the vicinity are held by
the individuals and families as exclusively their own. Their tlocks

occupy all the surrounding pasture, so that virtually many of the
springs come to be regarded as the property of the people who plant
nearest to them.
In early times, when the organization of the people into clans

was more clearly defined, a section of territory was parceled out
ami held as a clan ground, and some of the existing clans took their

names from such localities. Legends are still current among the old
men of these early days before the introduction of sheep and goats and
horses by the Spaniards, when the people lived by the chase and on
wild fruits, grass seeds, and pihon nuts, and such supplies as they could
plunder from their neighbors. Indian corn or maize was apparently
known from the earliest time, but so long as plunder and the supply of

game continued sufiBcient, little effort was made to grow it. Later
as the tribe increased and game became scarcer, the cultivation of corn
increased, but until ten years ago more grain was obtained in trade
from the Pueblos than was grown in the Navaho cou?itry. Tliei'e are
now no defined boundaries to the ancient clan lands, but they are still

recognized in a general way and such a tract is spoken of as "my
mother's land."

Families cling to certain localities and sections not far apart, and
when compelled, by reason of failure of springs or too close cropping of

the griiss, to go to other neighborhoods, they do not move to the new
place as a matter of right, but of courtesy; and the movement is never
undertaken until satisfactorj^ arrangements have been concluded with
the fajnilies already living there.

Some of the Pueblo tribes, the Hopi or Moki,for example, have been
subjected to much the same conditions as the Navaho; but in this

case similarity of conditions has produced very dissimilar results, that
is, as regards house structures. The reasons, however, are obvious,
and lie principally in two distinct causes—antecedent linbits and
personal character. The Navaho are a fine, athletic race of men, living

a free and independent life. They aie without chiefs, in the ordinary
meaning of the term, although there are men in the tribe who occupy
prominent positions and exercise a kind of semiauthority—chiefs by
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courtesy, as it were. Ever since we have known them, now some three

hundred years, tliey have been hunters, warriors, and robbers. When
hunting, war, and robbery ceased to supply them with the necessaries

of life they naturally became a pastoral people, for the flocks and the

pasture lands were already at hand. It is only within the Lust few
years that they have shown indication of developing- into an agricul-

tural people. With their previous habits only temporary habitations

were possible, and when tiiey became a pastoral people the same
habitations served their purpose better than any other. The hogansof
ten or fifteen years ago, and to a certain extent the liogans of today, are

pi actically the same as they were three hundred years ago. There has
been no reason for a change and consequently no change has been made.
On the other hand, the llopi came into the country with a comp ira-

tively elaborate system of house structures, previously developed else-

where. They are an undersized, puny race, content with what they
have and asking only to be left alone. They are in no sense warriors,

although there is no doubt that they have fought bitterly among them-
selves within historic times. Following the Spanish invasion they also

received sheep and goats, but their previous habits prevented them
from becoming a pastoral people like the jSIavaho, and their main reli-

ance for food is, and always was, on horticultural products. Living,

as they did, in lixed habitations and in communities, the pastoral life

was impossible to tliem, and their marked timidity would prevent the

abandonment of their communal villages.

Under modern conditions these two methods of life, strongly opposed
to each other, although practiced in the same region and under the
same physical conditions, are drawing a little closer together. Under
the strong protecting arm of the Government the Hopi are losing a
little of their timidity and are gradually abandoning their villages on
the mesa summits and building individual houses in the valleys below.
Incidentally they are increasing their flocks and herds. On the other

hand, under the stress of modern conditions, the Navaho are surely,

although very slowly, turning to agriculture, and apparently show some
disposition to form small communities. Their flocks of sheep and goats

have decreased materially in the last few years, a decrease due largely to

the removal of the duty on wool and the consequent low price they
obtained from the traders for this staple article of their trade.

In both cases the result, so far as the house structures are concerned,

is the same. The houses of the people, the homes "we have always
had," as they put it, are rapidly disappearing, and the examples left

today are more or less influenced by ideas derived from the whites.

Among the Navaho such contact has been very slight, but it has been
sufdcient to introduce new methods of construction and in fact new
structures, and it is doubtful whether the process and the ritual later

described could be found in their entirety today. Many of the modern
houses of the Navaho in the mountainous and timbered regions are

built of logs, sometimes hewn. These houses are nearly always rec-
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tangular iu shape, as also are all of those built of stone masonry iu the

valley regions.

There is a peculiar custom of the Ivavaho which should be mentioned,

as it has had an important influence on the house-building practices of

the tribe, and has done much to prevent the erection of permanent

abodes. ' This is the idea of the M'tidi hogan. When a person dies

within a house the rafters are pulled down over the remains and the

place is usually set on fire. After thatnothing would inducea Navahoto

touch a piece of the wood or even ai)proach the immediate vicinity of the

place; even years afterward such places are recognized and avoided.

The place and all about it are the especial locale of the tci'ndi, the shade

or "spirit" of the departed. These shades are not necessarily malevo-

lent, but they are regarded as inclined to resent any intrusion or the

taking of any liberties with them or their belongings. If one little stick

of wood from a tci'iuJi hogiin is used about a camp fire, as is sometimes

done by irreverent whites, not an Indian will approach the fire; and

not even under the greatest necessity would they partake of the food

prepared by its aid.

This custom has had much to do with the temporary character of the

Navaho houses, for men are born to die, and they must die somewhere.

There are thousands of these tci'ndi hogtins scattered over the reserva-

tion, not always recognizable as such by whites, but the Navaho is

unerring in identifying them. He was not inclined to build a fine

house when he might have to abandon it at any time, although in the

modern houses alluded to above he has overcome this diflnculty in a

very simple and direct way. When a person is about to die in one of

the stone or log houses referred to he is carried outside and allowed to

die .in the open air. The house is thus preserved.

LEGENDARY AKD ACTUAL WINTER HOGANS

The Navaho recognize two distinct classes of hogans—the Iceqai or

winter place, and the kejt'n, or summer place ; iu other words, winter

huts and summer shelters. Notwithstanding the primitive appearance

of the winter huts, resembling mere mounds of earth hollowed out,

they are warm and comfortable, and, rude as they seem, their construc-

tion is a matter of rule, almost of ritual, while the dedicatory cere-

monies which usually precede regular occupancy are elaborate and

carefully jterformed.

Although no attempt at decoration is ever made, either of the inside

or the outside of the houses, it is not uncommon to hear the term beau-

tiful applied to them. Strong forked timbers of the proper length and

bend, thrust together with their ends properly interlocking to form a

cone-like frame, stout poles leaned against the apex to form the sides,

the whole well covered with bark and heaped thickly with earth, form-

ing a roomy warm interior with a level floor—these are sufiflcient to

constitute a " qogdn ntjoni," house beautiful. To the Navaho the house
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is beautiful to the extent that it is well constructed and to the degree
that it adheres to the ancient model.

Tliere are many legends and traditions of wonderful houses made by
the gods and by the mythic progenitors of the tribe. In the building

of these houses turquois and pearly shells were freely used, as were
also the transparent mists of dawn and the gorgeous colors of sunset.

They were covered by sunbeams and the rays of tlie rainbow, with
everything beautiful or richly colored on the earth and in the sky. It

is perhaps on account of tliese gorgeous mythical hogAns that no
attempt is now made to decorate the everyday dwelling; it would be
b('(tst<,; tabooed (or sacrilegious). The traditions preserve methods
of house building that were imparted to mortals by the gods them-
selves. These methods, as is usual in such cases, are the simplest and
of the most primitive nature, but they are still scrupulously followed.

Early mention of house building occurs in the creation myths : First-

man and First-woman are discovered in the first or lowest underworld,
living ill a hut which was the prototype of the hog;in. There were
curious beings located at the cardinal points in that first world, and
these also lived in huts of the same style, but constructed of dirt'erent

materials. In the east was Tieholtsodi, who afterward appears as a
water monster, but who then lived in the House of Clouds, and Ifni'

(Thunder) guarded his doorway. In the south was Teal' (Frog) in a
house of blue fog, and Tiel'iij, who is afterward a water monster, lay

at that doorway. Acihi Estsan (Salt-woman) was in the west, and her

house was of the substance of a mirage; the youth (yo'nenili (Water-
sprinkler) danced before her door. In the north yqaltlaqale ' made a
house of green duckweed, and SIstyel' (Tortoise) lay at that door.

Some versions of the myth hold that First-man's liut was made of

wood just like the modern hogdn,.but it was covered with gorgeous
rainbows and bright sunbeams instead of bark and earth. At that

time the firmament had not been made, but these first beings possessed

the elements for its production. Rainbows and sunbeams consisted of

layers or films of material, textile or at least pliable in nature, and
were carried about like a bundle of blankets. Two sheets of each of

these materials were laid across the hut alternately, first the rainbows
from north to south, then the sunbeams from east to west. According
to this account the other four houses at the cardinal points were
similarly made of wood, the different substances mentioned being used
merely for covering. Other traditions hold that the houses were made
entirely of the substances mentioned and that no wood was used in

their construction because at that time no wood or other vegetal mate-

rial had been produced.
After mankind hiid ascended through the three underworlds by

means of the magic reed to the present or fourth world, Qastci'-yah;!,

the God of Dawn, the benevolent nature god of the south and east,

1Recorded by Dr Matthews as the Blue Heron.
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imparted to each group of mankind an appropriate architecture—to

the tribes ot the plains, skin lodges; to the Pueblos, stone houses;
and to the Navaho, huts of wood and earth and summer shelters.

Curiously enough, nowhere in Navaho tradition is any mention or sug-
gestion made of the use by them of skin lodges.

In building the Navaho hog^n Qastceyalgi was assisted by Qastceqo-
gan, the God of Sunset, the complementary nature god of the north and
west, who is not so uniformly benignant as the former. In the cere-

monies which follow the erection of a hogan today the structure is

dedicated to both these deities, but the door is invariably placed to face

the east, that the house may be directly open to the influences of the
more kindly disposed Qastci''ya](;i.

When a movement of a family has been completed, the first care
of the qasgUj, or head of the family, is to Iniild a dwelling, for which
he selects a suitable site and enlists the aid of his neighbors and
friends. He must be
careful to select a place

well removed from hills

of red ants, as, aside

from the perpetual dis-

comfort consequent on
too close a jiroximity,

it is told that in the

underworld these pests

troubled F i r s t - m a n
an d the other gods,who
then dwelt together,

and caused them to

disperse.

A suitable site hav-
ing been found, search

is made for trees fit

to make the five principal timbers which constitute the qofiun Unfi,

or house frame. There is no standard of length, as there is no standard

of size for the completed dwelling, but commonly pinon trees 8 to 10

inches in diameter and 10 to V2 feet long are selected. Three of the

five timbers uuist terminiite in spreading forks, as shown in figure 230,

but this is not necessary for the other two, which are intended for the

doorway and are selected for their straightness.

When suitable trees have been found, and sometimes they are a

considerable distance from the site selected, they are cut down and
trimmed, stripped of bark, and roughly dressed. They are then car-

ried or dragged to the site of the hogAn and there laid on the ground
with their forked ends together somewhat in the form of a T, extreme
care being taken to have the butt of one log point to the south, one
to the west, and one to the north. The two straight timbers are then

Fig. 230—The three main timbers of a hogSn
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laid down with the small ends close to the forks of the north and south

timbers and with their butt ends pointing to the east. They must be
spread apart about the width of the doorway which they will form.

When all the timbers have been laid out on the ground, the position

of each one of the live butts is marked by a stone or in some other con-

venient way, but great care must be exercised to have the doorway tim-

bers point exactly to the east. Sometimes measurements are made
without placing' the timbers on the site, their positions and lengths

being determined by the use of a long sapling. The interior area being

thus approximated, all the timbers are removed, and, guided only by
the eye, a rough circle is laid out, well within the area previously

marked. The ground within this circle is then scraped and dug out

until a fairly level floor is obtained, leaving a low bench of earth entirely

or partly around the Interior. This bench is sometimes as much as a

foot and a half high on the high side of a slightly sloping site, but ordi-

narily it is less than a foot. The object of tliis excavation is twofold

—

to make a level floor with a corresponding increase in the height of

the structure, and to afford a bench on which the many small articles

constituting the domestic paraphernalia can be set aside and thus

avoid littering the floor.

The north and south timbers are the first to be placed, and each is

handled by a number of men, usually four or five, who set the butt ends
firmly in the ground on opposite sides at the points previously marked
and lower the timbers to a slanting position until the forks lock

together. While some of the men hold these timbers in place others

set the west timber on the western side of the circle, placing it in such
a position and in such a manner that its fork receives the other two
and the whole structure is bound together at the top. The forked

apex of the frame is 6 to 8 feet above tlie ground in ordinary hogans,
but on the high plateaus and among the pine forests in the mountain
districts hog4ns of this type, but intended for ceremonial purposes,

are sometimes constructed with an interior height of 10 or 11 feet,

and inclose an <irea 25 to 30 feet in diameter. Following is a list of

measurements of four typical hogdns:

Measurements of typical hogrina

Boor irame
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In the large liogdns mentioned a crowd of workers are engaged in

the construction and ropes and other mechanical aids are employed
to lift the heavy timbers of the frame in position.

At this stage in the construction the house shows only the three
principal timbers of the frame, securely locked at the apex by the
interlacing forks (as shown in figure 231) aud firmly planted in the
ground. The two doorway timbers are next placed in position, with
their smaller ends resting on the forked apex of the frame, from IJ to 2

feet apart, aiid with the butt ends resting on the ground about 3i feet

apart. The whole frame, comprising five timbers, is known as tsdfl,

but each timber has its own specific name, as follows:

South timber, ca^adfe naai.

West timber, /yiyrt'fe nam.
North timber, ndqokosfe naai.

Doorway timbers {tyfo),tciye(;infe naai.

The appearance of the frame as seen from below is shown in figure 231.

Fig. 231—Frame of a hogrtn, seen from below

These names afford a good illustration of the involved nomenclature
which characterizes Indian languages. Naai means a long, straight

object, like a piece of timber. The first word in each of the terms above
is the name of the cardinal point, the place it occupies (south, west,
and north), with the suttix fe, meaning "here" or "brought here."

The same words are used with the sufBx dje, instead of ^e, as ca^addje

naai for the north timber, dje meaning " there" or "set there." Tiie

west timber is also specially designated as bigidje nabkdd, " brought
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together into it," an allusion to its functions as the main support of the

franu', as the two other timbers rest within its spreading forli. The
two doorway timbers are also designated as north timber and south

timber, according to the position each occupies, and they are sometimes
called tciiji^'in bini7it'U, "those in place at the doorway passage." A
full nomenclature of hog;iu construction will be found in another
section.

When the fsii^i, or frame of five timbers, is comi)leted the sides are

filled with smaller timbers and limbs of pinon and cedar, the butt ends
being set together as closely as possible on the ground and from (> to

12 inches outside of the excavated area previously described. The

Fig. 232—Frame of a doorway

timbers and brauches arc laid on as tlat as possible, with the upper
ends leaning on the apex or on each other. The intervening ledge

thus formed in the interior is the bench previously mentioned, and
aside from its convenience it adds materially to the strength of the

structure.

While the sides are being inclosed by some of the workers a door-

frame is constructed by others. This consists simplj' of two straight

poles with forlicd tops driven into the ground at the base of and close

inside of the doorway timbers, as shown in figure 'So'2. When in

place these poles are about 4 feet high, set upright, with a straight

stick resting in the forks, as shown clearly in plate Lxxxiv. Another
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short stick is placed horizontally across the doorway timbers at a point

about 3i feet below the apex, at the level of and ijarallel with the cross-

stick of the door-frauie. The space between this cross-stick and the

apex is left open to form an exit for the smoke. Sometimes when the
hogrtu is unbearably smoky a rough chimney-like structure, consistiug

of a rude cribwork, is placed about this smoke hole. Such a structure

is shown in plate lxxxiii.
The doorway always has a flat roof formed of straight limbs or split

poles laid closely together, with one end resting on the crosspiece which
forms the base of the smoke hole and the other end on the crosspiece

of the door-frame. The whole doorway structure projects from the sloj)-

ing side of the hogan, much like a dormer window. Sometimes the door-

way roof is formed by a straight pole on each side of the smoke hole

crosspiece to the crosspiece of the door-frame, supporting short sticks

laid across and closely together with their ends resting on the two poles.

This style of doorway is shown in plate lxxxiv.
The sides of the i)rojecting doorway—that is, the spaces between the

'roof and the sloping doorway timbers—are hlled in with small sticks of

the required length. Sometimes the cuds of these sticks are bound in

place with twigs of yucca, being made fast to the door-frame, but gener-

ally they are merely set in or made to rest against the outer roof cov-

ering. Usually the larger timbers are roughly dressed on the sides

toward the interior of the hut, and the smaller poles also are stripped

of bark and rough hewn.
The entire structure is next covered with cedar bark ; all the inter-

stices are filled with it, and an upper or final layer is spread with some
regularity and smoothness. Earth is then thrown on from base to

apex to a thickness of about six inches, but enough is put on to make
the hut perfectly wind and water proof. This operation finishes the

house, and usually there are enough volunteers to complete the work
in a day.

It is customary to make a kind of recess on the western side of the hut
by setting out the base of the ])oles next to the west timber some 8 to

15 inches beyond the line. 'This arrangement is usually placed next
to and on the south side of the west timber, and all the poles for a
distance of 3 or 4 feet are set out. The offset thus formed is called the
"mask recess," and when a religious ceremony is performed in the
hog;'in, the shaman or medicine-man hangs a skin or cloth before it and
deposits there his masks and fetiches. This recess, of greater or less

dimensions, is made in every large hogan, but in many of the smaller

ones it is omitted. Its position and general character are shown in

the ground plan, plate xc. In the construction of a hogiin all the pro-

ceedings are conducted on a definite, predetermined plan, and the
order sketched above is that ordinarily followed, but nothing of a cere-

monial nature is introduced until after the conclusion of the work of

construction.
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SUMMER HUTS OR SHELTERS

The rules which govern the building of a regular hogan or winter

house, although clearly defined and closely adhered to, do not apply to

the summer huts or shelters. These outnumber the former and are

found everywhere on the reservation, but they are most abundant in

the mountain regions and in those places where horticultural opera-

tions can be carried on.

These structures are of all kinds and of all degrees of finish,

although certain well-defined types, ancient in their origin, are still

closely adhered to when the conditions permit. But under other cir-

cumstances the rudest and most primitive shelters are constructed,

some of them certainly not so high in the scale of construction as an
ordinary bird's nest. There is a certain interest that attaches to these

rude attemjtts, as they exhibit the working of the human mind prac-

tically uutrammeled by precedent.

I*erhaps the most primitive and simple shelter the Navaho builds is a

circle or part circle of green boughs, generally pine or cedar. Half an
hour of work by two men with axes is all that is required to erect 6ne
of these. A site having been selected, a tree is felled on the windward
side, and the branches trimmed from it are piled up to a height of 4 or

5 feet on three sides of a circle 15 or 20 feet in diameter. A fire is

built in the center and the natives dispose themselves around it.

Blankets are thrown over outstanding branches here and there, afibrd

iug an abundance of shade in tlie hot summer days when even a little

shade is agreeable. Rude as this shelter is, it is regarded bj' the

l^avaho as sufficient wlieu no better is available. During the recent

construction of some irrigating ditches on tlie reservation, wheu from

50 to 100 men were employed at one time, this form of shelter was the

only one used, although in several instances the work was carried on

in one place for five or six weeks. Shelters of this kind, however, are

possible only in a wooded region, and are built only to meet an emer-

gency, as when a man is away from home and there are no liogans in

the vicinity where he can stop. -,

Another form, scarcely less rude, is sometimes found in localities

temporarily occupied for grazing or for horticulture. It consists of a

circle of small branches, sometimes of mere twigs, with the butts stuck

into the ground, and not over 2.J or 3 feet high. The circle is broken

by a narrow entrance way on one side. This form of shelter, hardly as

high as a man's waist, does little more than mark the place where a

family have thrown down their blankets aiul other belongings, but it

may afibrd some protection against drifting sand. Shelters of this

type are occupied several months at a time. They are often seen on
the sandy bottom lands of Canyon Chelly and in other regions of like

•character, and the same sites are sometimes occupied several years in

succession.
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From these rude makeshift types there is au unbroken range up to

the standard winter hut, which also meets the requirements of a summer
house, being as comfortable in warm weather as it is in cold weather.

The kind of house which a man builds depends almost entirely on the

purposes which it is to serve and very little on the man or his circum-

stances. The houses of the richest mau in the tribe and of the poorest

would be identical unless, as often happens in modern times, the former

has a desire to imitate the whites and builds a regular house of stone

or logs. If, however, a man builds a summer place to which he intends

to return year after year, and such is the usual custom, he usually

erects a fairly substantial structure, a kind of half hogan, or house
with the front part omitted. If it is possible to do so he locates this

shelter on a low hill overlooking the fields which he cultivates. The
restriction which requires that the opening or doorway of a regular

hogiin shall invariably face the east does not apply to these shelters;

they face in any direc-

tion, but usually they

are so jjlaced as to face

away from the prevail-

ing wind, and, if pos-

sible, toward the fields

or farms.

Figure 233 is a ground
plan of a shelter of this

type, which is shown
also in plate lxxxv.
The effect is that of a
half hog:'iu of the reg-

ular type, but with a

short upright timber in

place of the usual north

piece. The example shown is built on a somewhat sloping site, and the

ground inside has been slightly excavated, but on the front the floor

reaches the general level of the ground. The principal timbers are

forked together at the apex, but not strictly according to rule. The
structure is also covered with earth in the regular way, and altogether

appears to occupy an intermediate position between the summer shelter

and the winter hut. It is a type which is common in the mountain dis-

tricts and in those places where a semipermanent shelter is needed,

and to which the family returns year after year.

The supporting j)ost in front in this case was so short that the use

of its fork would have made the roof too low. To overcome this the

side beams were not laid directly in the fork, but a tablet or short piece

of wood was inserted, as shown in figiare 234, and the timbers rest on
this. The entrance or open front faced to the northwest, and to pro-

tect it from the evening sun a temporary shelter of pinon brush was

Fig. 233—Ground plan of a, sniumer shelter
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put up, as shown iu the illustration. This feature is a common accom-
paniment of summer shelters and is often found with the regular
winter hogau.
Figure -35 sliows another type of summer shelter in plan, and figure

23G is a section of the same. It is of tlie "lean-to" type, and consists

of a horizontal beam resting on two forked
timbers and supporting a series of ])()]es, the
upper ends of which are placed against it.

The structure laces the east, and the southern
end is closed iu like a hogi'ni, but it was cov-

ered only with cedar boughs laid close t(jgether

without an earth facing.

This shelter stood upon a slope and the tim-

beis used in its construction were small and
crooked. Perhaps on account of these disad-

vantages the interior was excavated, after the
shelter was built, to a depth of nearly lil

inches on the higher side, as shown in figure

23(). By this expedient the space under the
shelter was greatly enlarged. The excavation
was not carried all the way ba(;k to the foot

of the rafters, but, as shown in the sec^tion, a bench or ledge some 18

inches wide was left, forming a convenient place for the many little

articles which constitute the Navaho's domestic furniture.

Mention has been made before of this interior bench, which is an
interesting feature. It has been suggested by Mr Victor Miudeleff,

whose well-known studies of Pueblo architecture give his suggestions

Fia. 234—Supporting ]iost in a

sluniiirr lint

FlQ. 235—Ground iilau of a «unnner hut

weight, that we have here a possible explanation of the origin of the
interior benches which are nearly always found in the kivas or cere-

monial chambers of the Pueblo Indians, that the benches in the kivas
may be sni-vivals of archaic devices pertaining to the primitive type
from which Pueblo architecture developed. If a low wall of masonry
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were used as a support for rafters, iu the manuer shown in figure 237,

and additional space were sought by excavation, the form shown in the

illustration would be retained, for the construction would be seriously

weakened if the rnde stonework were placed directly on the edge of

tlie excavation. Possibly this practice has some bearing on the Pue-

blo requirement that the kivas should be at least partly excavated, a

Fici. 236—Section of a summer hnt

requirement still rigidly adhered to. The conservatism of the Indian

mind in matters connected with their ceremonials is well known, and
forms and practices long abandoned in ordinary house construction

Still survive in the building of the kivas.

Plate Lxxxvi shows a shelter somewhat resembling that last de-

scribed, but of more simple construction. Here the main crosspiece

which forms the front of

the shelter is supported
by forked upright tim-

bers, as in the jirevious

example, and hei'e also

the fork of the main up-

right is too large and has
been tilled in.

Aside from the types

described, which illus-

trate the more common
forms of summer shelters, all kinds and degrees of variation are found.

As they, unlike the regular hogan, do not follow any rule or precedent,

their form depends largely on the facilities or the particular require-

ments or abilities of the builder. Figure 238 shows a shelter in the moun-
tains, where timber is abundant. Except that it is not covered with

earth and has no door-frame, it might be classed as a regular hogiin.

17 KTH, PT 2 3

Fig. 237—Masonry 8U])port for rafters
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Figure 239 shows a form that occurs in the valley regions where drift-

wood can soiuetiiues be obtained. It is closely related to the "lean-to"

type, but it is formed ]tartly by excavating' the side of a hill and is

well covered witli earth. It will be noticed that the front is ])artly

closed by logs leaned against it and resting against tlie front cross-

piece or ridgei)ole.

Figure L' K) sliows a type which is common in the valleys where timber
is scarce and dilhcult to procure. Sage and other brush is used largely

in the construction of shelters of this sort, as the few timbers which are

essential can be procured only with great diHiculty, anti usually must
be brouiilit a great distance.

I'late i.xxxvii shows a structure that might easily be mistalien for a

sunnner shelter, but M'hich is a special type. It is a regular hogan,

so far as the frame and timber work go, but it is covered only with
cedar boughs. The illustration shows a part of the covering removed.

This structure was a " medicine hut," put up for the performance of

certain ceremonies over a woman who was ill. There are no traces of

any lire in the interior, perhaps for the reason that the women's cere-

mony is always j)erformed in the day time. Aside from its lack of

covering, it is a tyi)ical hogan, and the illustration conveys a good
impression of the construction always followed. This kind of hut is

called an mf« qogdn.
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Eude and ])iimitive as these structures seem, a certain amount of
knowledge and experience is necessary to build tlieiu. This has been
discovered at various times by whites who Lave attempted to build
Logans and failed. An instance occurred not long ago where a trader
finding it necessary to build some kind of a travelers' house, where
Indians who came in to trade late in the evening or on Sunday could
spend the night, decided to build a regular hogan. He employed
several Navaho to do the work under his own supervision. The
result was a failure, for, either on account of too much sloi)e to the
sides or for other reasons, the hogan does not remain in good order,

and constant work on it is necessary to maintain it in a haljitable con-

dition.

Slii'ltfv wilh jiiirlly cNi^r.l i r-

SWEAT HOUSES
All over the reservation there are hundreds of little structures which

are miniature models, as it were, of the hogans, but they lack the pro-

jecting doorway. These little huts, scarcely as high as a man's hip,

look like children's playhouses, but they occupy an iiniwrtant place

both in the elaborate religious ceremonies and in the daily life of the

Navaho. They are the sweat houses, called in the Navaho language
fo'tee, a term probably derived from (/f/^'o'fs/?, "sweat," and hifinibtce,

the manner in which fire is prepared for heating the stones placed in it

when it is used. The structure is designed to hold only one j^ersou at

a time, and he must crawl in and squat on his heels with his knees
drawn up to his chin.

In the construction of these little huts a frame is made of tliree

boughs with forked ends, and these have the same names as the corre-
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sponding timbers in a hogan. Tbey are placed, as in the hogan, with

the lower ends sinead apart like a low tripod. Two straight sticks

leaned against the apex form a narrow entranc<:, which, as in the hogiin,

invariably faces the east. Numerous other t icks and boughs inclose

the frame, and enough bark and earth are laid on to make the structure

practically air-tight when the entrance is closed.

When the place is to be used a tire is made close beside it, and in

this tire numerous stones are heated. The patient to be treated is

then stripped, placed inside the little hut, and given copious drafts

sometimes of warm or hot water. The nearly red-hot stones are

rolled in beside him and the entrance is closed with several blankets,

forming in fact a hot-air bath. In a short time the air in the interior

rises to a high terai^erature and the subject sweats profusely. When

Fici. 240—Low eartL-covere<l slidTcr

he is released he rubs himself diy with sand, or if he be ill and weak
he is rubbed dry by his friends. This ceremony has a very important

jdace in the medicine-man's therai)eutics, for devils as well as diseases

are thus cast out; but aside from their religious use, the ^'(Hce are often

visited by the Indians for the cleansing and invigorating elfect of the

bath, with no thought of ceremonial. The Navaho, as a race or indi-

vidually, are not remarkable for cleanliness, but they use the frf'/ce

freely.

During the YebUcai dance or ceremony four fo'/ce are set around the

song house, about 40 yards distant from it, one at each cardinal point.

The qa^'dlH, or chief medicine man, sweats the patient in them on four

successive mornings, just at dawn, beginning with the east and using

one each morning. The fo'tee on the east is merely an uncovered frame,

and after the patient enters it and hot stones have been rolled in it is
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covered with mauy blankets and a large buckskin is spread over all.

On this skin the gafrt'Z'/, sprinkles iron ocbers and other colored sands in
striated bands, symbolic of the rainbow and sunbeams which covered
the early mythic houses. He and his assistants stand near the hut
sliaking rattles and singing a brief song to Qastccjini, at the conclusion
of which the patient is released. The initial spark of the fire used at
these ceremonies and for all religious purposes is obtained by friction,

and is regarded as essentially different from fire produced by tlint and
steel or otherwise, because the first spark of friction fire was brought
from Qastcejini, who is the god of the underworld fire. The produc-
tion of fire by friction is a very simple matter to these Indians and is

often done in play; frequently, under the windy conditions that prevail
n their country, in but little more time than a white man can accomplish
the same result with matches. For this purpose they often use the dry,
brittle stalks of the common bee weed (Cleome pungens). The drill,

which is whirled between the palms of the hands, consists of a stalk
perhaps a quarter of an inch in diameter. This is made to revolve ou
the edge of a small notch cut into a larger stalk, perhaps an inch iu
diameter. A pinch of sand is sometimes placed under the point of the
drill, the rapid revolution of which produces a fine powder. This pow-
der runs down the notch or groove, forming a little pile ou the ground.
Smoke is produced in less tlian a minute, and finally, in perhaps two
minutes, tiny sparks drop on the little pile of dry powder, which takes
fire from them. By careful fostering by feeding with bits of bark and
grass, and with much blowing, a bla/.e is produced.

It is said that First-man made the first (,x>Hce. After coming up the
qadjinai, or magic reed, he was very dirty; his skin was discolored and
he had a foul smell like a coyote. He washed with water, but that did
not cleanse him. Then Qastcejini sent the firefly to instruct him con-
cerning the f(?tce and how to rotate a spindle of wood in a notched
stick. As First-man revolved the spindle, or drill, between his hands,
Firefly ignited the dust at its point with a spark of fire which Qastcejini
had given it for that purpose. Tliere is another myth concerning the
origin of these little sweat houses which does not agree with that just
stated. According to this myth, the fo'tce were made by the Sun when
the famous twins, Nayenezgani and (^o'badjistcini, who play so large a
part in Navaho mythology, were sent to him by Estsanatlehi. Wheu
they reached the house of the Sun they called him father, as they had
been instructed to do, but the Sun disowned them and subjected them
to many ordeals, and even thrust at them with a s])ear, but the mother
had given each of the youths a magic feather mantle impervious to any
weapon. Klehanoai (tlie night bearer—the moon) also scoffed at them
and filled the mind of the Sun with doubts concerning the paternity of
the twins, so he determined to subject them to a further ordeal.
He made four guHce, but instead of using wood in their construction

he made them of a metallic substance, like iron. He placed the.-e at
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tlie cardiual points and sent the moon to make a fire near each of them.
This fire, was obtained from the "burning stars," the comets. The
f(i'/te were made exceedingly hot and the twins were placed in them
successively; but instead of being harmed they came out of the last

one stronger and more vigorous than ever. Then the Sun acknowl-
edged them as his sons and gave the elder one the magic weapons
with which he destroyed the evil genii who infested the Navaho land.
This is the reason, the Navaho say, why it is well to have many <;i>'-tce

and to use them frequently. Their use gives rest and sweet sleep after

hard work; it invigorates a man for a long journey and refreshes him
after its accomplishment.

First-woman, after coming up the qadjinai, was also foul and ill

smelling, and after First-man she also used the <,'o''tce. Hence the
Navaho women use the (^'o'tce like the men, but never together except
under a certain condition medical in character. The fo^tce is built

usually in some secluded spot, and frequently large parties of men go
together to spend the better jiart of a day in the enjoyment of the
luxury of a sweat bath and a scour with sand. On another day the
women of the neighborhood get together and do the same, and the
men regard their privacy strictly.

EFFECT OF MODERN CONDITIONS

Up to a comparatively recent jieriod the Navaho have been what is

usually termed a "wild tribe;" that is, they have existed principally
by war and plunder. Since the conquest of the country by General
Kearny and the "Army of the "West," in 1846, they have given us but
little trouble, but ])rior to that time they preyed extensively on the
Pueblo Indians and the Mexican settlements along the Rio Grande.
Practically all their wealth today, and they are a wealthy tribe, con-
sists ot thousands of sheep and goats and hundreds of horses, all de-

scended from flocks and herds originally stolen. When the country
came into the possession of the United States marauding expeditions
became much less frecjuent, and almost insensibly the tribe changed
from a predatory to a pastoral people. But aside from the infrequency
or absence of armed expeditions the life of the peoi)le remained much
the same under the changed conditions. "When the Atlantic and
Pacific railroad entered the country some sixteen or seventeen years
ago traders came witli it, although there were a few in the country
before, and numerous trading posts were established in the reservation
and about its borders. The effect of this was to fix the pastoral habits
of the people. Wool and pelts were exchanged for flour, sugar, and
cofl'ee, and for calico prints and dyes, and gradually a demand for these
articles was established.

The men looked alter their herds of horses and took very good care
of the few cattle that drifted into the reservation; the women attended
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to their domestic duties and, with the aid of tlie children, took care

of the sheep and goats, which, according to long established custom,

belonged exclusively to them. Agriculture was practically unknown.
But with the removal of the duty on wool a new era opened for the

Navaho. The price of wool fell to about one-half of the former figure,

and a flock of sheep no longer furnished the means for procuring the

articles which had grown to be necessities. The people were gradually

but surely forced to horticulture to procure the means of subsistence.

It is this tendency which is especially destructive of the old house-
building ideas, and which will eventually cause a complete change in

the houses of the people. Eecently the tendency has been emphasized
by the construction, xinder governmental supervision, of a number of

small irrigating ditches in the mountain districts. The result of these

works must be eventually to collect the Navaho into small communities,
and practically to destroy the present pastoral life and replace it with

new and, perhaps, improved coiulitions.

But many of the arts of the Xavaho, and especially their house
building, grew out of and conformed to the old methods of life. It is

hardly to be supposed that they will continue under the new condi-

ditions, and, in fact, pronounced variations are iilready apparent. Up
to ten years ago there was so little change that it might be said that

there was none; since then the difference can be seen by everyone.

Should the price of wool rise in the near future the change that has
been suggested might be checked, but it has received such an impetus
that the Navaho will always henceforth pay much more attention to

horticulture than they have in the past, aiul this means necessarily a
modification in the present methods of house building. The average
Navaho farm, and almost every adult male now has a small garden
patch, comprises less than half an acre, while two acres is considered

a large area to be worked by one family at one time.

One result of this industrial development of the people is an
increased ])ermanencyof dwellings. As the flocks of sheep and goats
diminish and their care becomes less important, greater attention is

paid to the selection of sites for homes, and they are often located now
with reference to a permanent occupancy and with regard to the con-

venience of the fields, which in some cases furnish the main source of

subsistence of the family. As a collateral result of these conditions

and tendencies an effort is now sometimes made to build houses on the
American jilan; that is, to imitate the houses of the whites. Such
houses are a wide departure from the original ideas of house struc-

tures of the Navaho. They are rectangular in plan, sometimes with a
board roof, and occasionally comprise several rooms. When the local

conditions favor it they are constructed of stone, regular walls of
masonry; but perhaps the greater number of those now in existence

are in the mountain districts, and were built of logs, often hewn square
before being laid in place. Plate Lxxxviii shows a stone house belong-
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iiig to one of tbe wealthiest men in the tribe, Bitcai by name. It is

situated on the western slope of the Tunicha mountains and was built

some years ago, but it is a type of house which is becoming more and
more frequent on the re.servatioii. There is i)ractically nothing aborigi-

nal about it except a part of its interior lurniture and its inhabitants,

and the only one of the old requirements that has been met is the
fi'onting of the house to the east, while the character of the site and
the natural conditions demand a western front.

The log houses referred to are constructed much like the stone house
shown in the illustration, exce]it that they are built usually by Indian
labor and ordinarily are covered with tiat earthen roofs. Fre(iuently

the logs are hewn square before being placed in the walls, which
present a very neat and finished appearance. Sometimes door and
window frames are procured from the sawmill or from the traders,

and add to such a]>pearance, while nearly always one or more glazed
sashes occupy the window oi)eniiigs and board doors close tbe entrances.

In nearly all cases the requirement that the entrance should face the
east is observed, but it is being more and more ignored, and in the
houses constructed within the last few years the ancient custom is

frequently violated. Unless the principal entrance were made to face

the east, the performers in the dedicatory ceremonies could not take
their prescribed jjositions and the ceremony would have to be either

modified or omitted altogether.

CEREMONIES OF DEDICATION

Among the Pueblo Indians there are certain rituals and ceremonial
observances connected with the construction of the houses, but in the

Navaho system nothing of a ceremonial nature is introduced until the
conclusion of the manual labor. Usually there are enough volunteers

to finish tlie work in one day, and by evening everything is ready for

the dedication. The wife sweeps out tlie house with a wisp of grass

and she or her husband makes a fire on the floor directly under the

smoke hole. She then goes to her bundles of household effects, which
are still outside, and ])Ours a quantity of white cornmea! into a shallow

saucer-shape basket. Slie bands tliis to the r/rt.v^'i'y, or head of the
family, who enters the hogan and rubs a handful of the dry meal on
the five i)riucipal timbers which form the fsd^i or frame, beginning
with the south doorway timber. He rubs the meal only on one place,

as high up as he can reach easily, and then does the same successively

on the south timber, the west timber, the north timber, and the north
doorway timber. While making these gifts, as the i>roceeding is

termed, the man i^reserves a strict silence, and then, as with a sweep-
ing motion of his hand from left to right {cabi1:c'(;o, as the sun travels)

he si>rinkles the meal around the outer circumference of the floor, he
says in low measured tones

—
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Qojonli cogdn
May it be delightful my liouse;

GHsVdje qojonli
From my head may it he delightful;

CiliCfe qojonli
To my feet may it he delightful;

Cii/dfe qojonli
"Where I lie may it be delightful

;

Ctlcigi 4('(Hso qojonli
All above me may it be delightful;

Chid fdliso qojonli
All around me may it h% delightful.

He then flings a little of the meal into the hie, saying

—

Qojonli h6<;e cUcdij

May it he delightful and well, my lire.

and tosses a handful or two up through the smoke hole, saying

—

Qojonli Tctyhanoui cigd naiicni'
May it be delightful Sun (day carrier), my mother's ancestor, for thi.s gift;

Qojonli nacdlc cogdn
May it he delightful as I walk around my liouse.

Then two or three handfuls of meal are sprinkled out of the doorway
while he says—

•

Qojonli cae'fin ci(d

May it be delightful this road of liglit, my mother's ancestor.

The woman then makes an offering to the fire by throwing a few
small handfuls of meal upon it, and as she sprinkles it she says in a

subdued voice

—

Qojonli cilcoy
May it he deliglitful my lire;

Qojonli ealtcini ifdltso yahdfc
May it be delightful for my cliildren : maj" all l>e well;

Qojonli cibeafdn 6dltso i/ahofe
ilay it be delightful %Tith ray food and theirs; may all he well

(Jdlfso clnalgcya yah'x^e eolel'
All my ]>ossessions well may they be made (that is, may they bemade to increase)

;

(Jldltso cil^iy yahofe (j-olel''

All my lioelis well may they be made (to increase).

When a hogi'iu is built for a woman who has no husband, or if the

husband is absent at the time, the wife performs all these ceremonies.

In the absence of white cornmeai, yellow cornmeal is sometimes used,

bnt never the <;qaflgirj fo(;lVj, the sacred blue pollen of certain flowers,

which is reserved exclusively for the rites of the shaman.
By the time these forms have been observed night will have fallen.

During the day, while the house building was in progress, the women
were busily engaged in preparing food ; all now gather inside the

hogaii, a blanket is suspended over the door frame, all the possession.s

of the family are bought in, sheepskins are spread ou the floor, the fire
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is l)iij>litene<l iiiul tlio men all squat around it. The women Liiuff iu

food iu eartlicn cookiuj;' pots and basins, and, liavinj;' set tliem down
amouff tiio men, tliey huddle tojjether by thcinsi'lvcs to enjoy the occa-

sion as sp(^etat()rs. I'jvery one helps himself from the jiots by (lip|)ing

in with his linjjers, the meat is broken into pieces, and the bones aio

gnawed upon and sociably passed from hand to hand. When the feast

is finished tobacco and corn husks are i)roduced, cigarettes are made,
everyone smokes, and convivial gossipy talk i)revails. This <;ontinnes

for two or three hours, when the peojjle who live near by get nyt their

horses and ride home. Those from a long distancu' either find jjlaces

to sleep in the hog;in or wrap themselves in tiieir blanliets and s]e(^p at

the foot of a tree. This ceremony is known as the qofian diiln, a kind
of salutation to the house.

lint the (i<t(j(in /^////'M,tlie house devotions, have not yet been observed.
Occasionally these take ])lace as soon as the house is (inislied, but usu-

ally there is an interval of several days to i)ermit the house builders to

invite all their friends ami to provide the necessary food for their enter-

tainnient. Although analogous to the Anglo Saxon "house warnn'ng,"

the <i<>(iiin li'ifii'ii, besides being a merrymaking for the young ])eople,

has ai much more solemn signilicance for the elders. If it be not
observed soon after the house is built bad dreams will ])lagne the
dwellers tli(>rein, toothaclie (di-eaded for mystic reasons) will tortnre

them, and the evil intluence from the north will cause them all kinds of
bodily ill; the Hocks will dwindle, ill luck will come, ghosts will haunt
the place, and the house will become bdls'n', tabooed.

A few dajs after the house is tinished an arrangement is made with
some shaman (7f(c«7'/, devotional singer) to come and sing the ceremo-
nial house songs. For this service he always receives a fee from tliose

who engage him, ])erhaps a few sheej) or their value, sometimes three

or lour horses or their et(uivalent, according to the circumstances of the
house buihlers. The social gathering at the qojjdn hhfi'n is much the

same as that of the (idijiin (liiht, when the house is built, e.\cei)t that

more jjcople are usually invited to the former. They feast and smoke,
interchange scandal, and talk of other topics of interest, for some hours.

Presently the il<(i;iibi seats himself under the main west timber so as to

face the east, and the singing begins.

In this ceremony no rattle is used. The songs are begun by the

shaman in a drawling tone and all the men join in. Tlie ii<i<;t'il-i acts

only as leader and iliiector. Ivach one, and there arc many of them iu

the tribe, has his own i>articular songs, fetiches, and accompanying
ceremonies, and after lie hns pitched a song he listens closely to hear
whether the correct words are sung. This is a matter of great imjior-

tance, as the omission of a part of the song or the incori'ect rendering

of any word would entail evil consequences to the house and its inmates.

All the house songs of the numerous qmuilH are of similar import but
differ in minor details.
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The first song is addressed to tlie east, and is as follows;

HouHc soiii/ to till' Eaisl

Qa'ddje hii/ddje heqoijdn aitla
Far in the east fiir bulow there a house was made;

Qnjon qo(jitne
l>eliiihtfiil hutise.

Q(istc<'ii((l<,i helnqofidn aitla
Goil ut'Dawn there his house was made;

Qojon qofjdne
Belifihtlul house.

QayiMtil' bebiqofjdn aula
The Dawn there bis house wasmailo;

Qojon qogdne
Delightful house.

Xa(,-dij l^til-a! bebiiiofjdn aula
WliiteCoru there its house was made;

Qojdn qogdne
Dellllhtflil house.

Yit'fi alqqasai bebiqofjdn niila
Soft po9sessi<Uis for them a liouse was made;

Qojdn qo(jd7ie
Deli^rhtful house.

To'/'a \ nastcin bebiqofjdn aiila
Water in plenty surrounding for it a house was made;

Qojon qogdne
Delie:htful house.

<^qa(fi<;i)j bebiqofjdn niila

^ Corn iM)llen for it a house was made;

Qojon qofjdne
Deliiihtful house.

Sdija naf/ai aiila btlie qojon
The ancients make tlieir presence delightful;

Qojon qofjdne
Deliiihtful house.

Immediately followiiis tliis song, hut in a much livelier measure, the

following benedictory chant is sung:

Ciinl'dje qojdgo
Before me may it he (lelijjhtl'ul

;

Cil-efe 'PJogo
Behind me may it lie deli(;litful;

Cind^e qojof/o
Around me may it he delijilitfol;

Ciydgi (fojogo
Relow me may it be delightful;

Clkigi qojofio
Above me may it be delightful;

(Udltso 'PJdgo
All (universally) may it ho delightful.
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After a short interval tlie following is sung to the west:

lyiyddje
Far iu tlie \s-e«t

Hoii.if Sony to the iVist

bit/tidje heqn(i<'tn aiila
f;ir liL'low there a house was made;

Qojon qogdne
Delightful liouse.

Qastc<'qo(/aii hehiqogun aiila
(iod uf'i'wiii^ht there bis bouse was made;

Qoj6n qogdne
Beligfitful bouse.

Naqotsoi hebiqogdn
Yellow light of evening

Qojon qogdne
Delightful binise.

there his house
aiila

wa.s made

;

Xa^-dij y/'^v«>/ bebiqogdn aiila
Yellow corn there it.** Imusi-' was made;

Qojon qogdne
Delightful linuse.

Intli's al<;qasai bebiqogdn
Hjird possessions there their house

Qojdn qogdne
Delifxhtful house.

aiila
was made;

^'o'^bidji bebiqogdn
Young raiu there its house

Qojon qogdne
Deli;ihlful house.

aiila
was made;

(f'qafn'iij bebiqogdn, aiila
Corn pollen there its house was made;

Qojon qogdne
Deliglitful house.

Sdija nagai aiila bike qojon
Theancients make their presence delightful;

Qojdn qogdne
Dfli;;htful house.

The song to the west is also followed by the benedictory chant, as

above, and after this the song wliicli was sung to the east is repeated;

but this time it is addressed to the south. The song to the west is then
repeated, but addressed to the north, and the two songs are repeated
alteruately until each one has been sung three times to each cardinal

point. The benedictory chant is sung between each repetition.

All the men present join in the singing under the leadershii) of the

shaman, who does not himself sing, but only starts each song. The
women never sing at these gatherings, although on otiier occasions,

when they get together by tiiemsehes, they sing very sweetly. It is

quite common to hear a primitive kind of part singing, some piping in

a curious falsetto, others droning a deep bass.

The songs are addressed to each of the cardinal points, because iu

the Navaho system diUerent groups of deities are assigned to each of
these points. The Navaho also makes a distinction between heavy
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rail! and light rain. The heavy rain, such as accompanies thnnder-

storms, is regarded as the "male rain," while the gentle showers or

"young rains," coming directly from the house of EstsAnatlehi, are

regarded as especially beneficent; but both are deemed necessary to

fertilize. A distinction is also made between "hard possessions," such

as turqnois and coral beads, shell ornaments, and all articles made from
hard substances, and "soft possessions," which comprise blankets and
all textile substances, skins, etc. The Navaho prays that his house

may cover many of both hard and soft possessions.

The songs given above are known as the twelve house-songs, although

there are only two songs, each repeated twelve times. These are sung
with many variations by the different qa^dl^i, and while the builders

are preparing for this ceremony tbey discuss which qaenlH has the

best and most beautiful words before they decide which one to engage.

But the songs are invariably addressed to the deities named, Qastc6-

yalc;'], the God of Dawn, and Qastceqogan, the God of Twilight ; and
they always have the same general significance.

After the "twelve songs" are finished many others are sung: to

Estsiinatlehi, a benignant Goddess of the West, and to Yol'kai Estsan,

the complementary Goddess of the East; to the sun, the dawn, and
the twilight; to the light and to the darkness; to the six sacred moun-
tains, and to many other members of a very numerous theogony.

Other song-prayers are chanted directly to malign influences, beseeching

them to remain far off: to mtcotjgi, evil in general; to daJius, coughs

and lung evils, and to the bifakiiji, sorcerers, praying them not to

come near the dwelling. The singing of the songs is so timed that the

last one is delivered just as the first gray streaks of dawn appear,

when the visitors round up their horses and ride home.

THE HOGAN OF THE YfiBITCAI DAXCE

Despite the ceremonies which have been performed, it frequently

happens that malign influences afl'ect the new dwelling. The inmates

suffer from toothache, or sore eyes, or have bad dreams, or ghosts are

heard in the night. Then the house ceremony is repeated. If after

this the conditions still prevail and threatening omens are noted, an
eflbrt is made to ascertain the cause. Perhaps the husband recalls an
occasion when he was remiss in some religious duty, or the wife may
remember having seen accidentally an unmasked dancer, or they may
be convinced that a sorcerer, a filkiiji, is practicing his evil art. Such
malign influences must be due to some definite cairse, and it must be
found. Then, if the cause be grave, resort must be had to a very elabo-

rate ceremony, the dance of the Ycbitcai.

For the observance of this ceremony it is usual to construct a flat-

roof hut called iydcaslcuni, meaning, literally, "under the flat." The
roof is nearly square as well as flat, and the edifice, with its spreading
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base, suggests a truncated pyramid; but as it is roughly covered

with earth heaped over tlie entire structure it is externally little more
thau a shapeless mound. Plate Lxxxix is au exterior view of one of

these special hogans, which is also shown in plan in figure B-tl.

When it lias been decided to build an ii/dfaskHm all tlie young meu
of the neighborhood join in the labor while some of the older meu direct

them in the prescribed methods. The jjrocedure is much the same as

that employed in building tht^ regular hogan, but larger timbers are

required. Any kiuil of timber growing in the vicinity is used; but as

w r E.

FlQ. 241—(irimiid plan of Y^bitcai liouae

groves of pinon and juniper are most abundant in the Navaho country,

these are the kinds usually employed. The stunted, twisted trunks of

these trees make it a matter of some difBculty to find the uecessary

timbers of sufficient size, for they must be at least a foot iu diameter.

When found, the trees are cut down and carried to the site selected,

which must have fairly level surroundings, free from dense wood and

underbrush, so as to afford a clear space for the ceremonial processions

and dances. Four heavy posts are necessary—"legs," the Navaho
call them—and these must be trimmed so as to leave a strong fork at

the top of each at least 6 feet from the ground when set upright. Four
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others, for the liorizontal roof-beams, must be 10 feet long, but without

forks; and two more, the straightest and longest, are necessary for the

doorway i>assage. These ten timbers are called tsdfi, the same term

that is applied to the Ave main timbers of the ordinary Logan.

The four posts are set lirmly in the ground in shallow holes at dis-

tances apart corresponding to the length of the main roof-beams, and

so arranged as to describe a square, tlie sides of which face the cardi-

nal points. The prescribed position of the doorway is the center of

the eastern side, and it must face the east exactly. The post at the

southeastern corner is the first to be set, then the one at the south-

western corner, with the forks arranged on the same line. The north-

western post is then set, and finally the one at the northeastern corner,

and tlie forks of the last two are also placed on the same line. lu the

ground plan (figure 241) the posts are numbered in the order in which

they are set uj). This sequence is not always strictly followed, but the

old men say that this is the i>roper way.

The beam for the southern side of the roof is next lifted into place

and laid so as to rest in the forks of the two posts on that side, with

the ends projecting a little beyond them. The beam on the northern

side is similarly placed, and the western and the eastern beams are next

laid so that their ends rest upon. the ends of the beams already in

place. Another timber is then placed parallel with the eastern beam,

as shown on the plan. This forms the western side of the smoke-hole

and also a support for the smaller roof-timbers to rest upon. Some-

times an additional timber is laid across for this purpose between the

one last named and the next beam. The two timbers for the sides of

the doorway passage are then placed in position about 3 feet apart

and leaning against tlie eastern roof-beam. The butt ends rest upon

the ground, and the space between them should be in the center of the

eastern side. All the main posts and beams are stripped of bark, the

rough knobs and protuberances are hewn off, and they are finished

according to the skill of the builders or the exactions of the old men
who superintend the construction.

While this work is in progress a great number of smaller and less

shapely timbers are procured for the sides and roof. To determine a

pitch for the sloping sides all the workers arrange themselves so as to

encompass the square frame, and a few of the longest of the irregular

'timbers are placed here and there around it, leaning against the beams.

They are roughly aligned, and some attempt is made to have the sides

of the same slope. The floor area thus determined, the outer edge of

which would fall 4 to 6 feet outside the posts, is then lightly dug over

to remove all irregularities, and is made as level as possible.

As in the ordinary hogan, the upright posts of the door-frame are set

near the lower ends of the doorway timbers, and the roof and sides of

the doorway are covered in when the sides of the hut are inclosed, which

is the next step in the construction. Small tree trunks and timbers are
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placed closely aroiiud the excavated floor area, with their upper ends
leauiug against the roof beams. They are not set very regularly aud
boughs are often used to fill the larger crevices, while the corners are
turned in a clumsy mauner, with the tops of tbe timbers overlapping
each other, while the butts diverge in a haphazard curve.
The roof is laid with smaller timbers, the longest resting on the smoke-

hole timber and the western beam, while the shorter pieces span the
smaller interval from the former timber to the eastern beam. The
an-augement of the smoke exitdifl'ers from that of the ordinary hogiin.

In the latter an open space is left between the doorway timbers at their

upper ends; in the ii/d^askuni the doorway roof is coutiuued up to the
eastern beam, which forms the eastern side of the smoke hole. This

Fig. 242—Framework of Tt'bitcai house

hole is in the main roof, in line with the doorway but just beyond the
ends of its timbers, and it is usually about 3 feet square. Figure '2i2

is an interior view of the frame, looking outward. The structure is

finished like the hogans; the frame is covered by heavy layers of cedar
or juniper bark over the sides and roof, aud finally with a deep covering

of earth packed firndy over the whole exterior. The door frame is

usually about i feet high and 2i feet wide; the roof is about 7 feet high
in the interior, and the floor area measures roughly 20 feet S(iuare, with
the four posts standing about 5 feet from the base of the sides. Figure
243 shows some actual measurements.
While the YehUcai ceremony is in progress the hut is occupied by

the qa^'dPi and his assistants and by the young men who assume the

sacred masks and personate the various deities in the nightly dances.
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In the mornings the qagdlH sits under the western side of the hut and

directs the young men in the process of sand painting, the making of

curious sand mosaics delineating mj'thologic subjects. The materials

used are dry sand, charcoal, and powdered ochers of different colors,

which are poured fi'om the hand between the thumb and fingers.

Without the use of a brush or other implement the trickling stream is

guided to form intricate designs. These designs are made directly on

the earthen tloor in a zone about 3 feet wide and extending nearly

4'6- ^
VH XfaiThRoof hjbxo ^

orosft tfvejse timbers
7 fthix/hy

^4-10"-

Diagrain sIiowiDg measurementa of Yt-bituai house

the entire length of the hut from north to south. This zone, called

the iA-«'', is made in front of the qagiilM, and between him and the

fire, which is reduced to small dimensions to enable him to work close

under the opening in the roof. During the process the door is closed

with the usual hanging blanket, and to increase the light from above a

buckskin or white cloth is sometimes suspended as a reflector on a light

frame of boughs erected on the roof on the western side of the smoke
hole.

17 ETH, PT 2 4
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The mask recess, whicb is found in all tbe larger bogans, is always

made in tlie middle of the western side of the iy(!(/'asluiii. It is usually

somewhat wider and deeper than in the ordinary dwelling. The bun-

dles containing the masks and other parajdiernalia to be used in the

ceremony are placed in tbe recess by the qat^al'-i, who then fastens a

skin or cloth across it. The upper edge at a height of about '.i feet

from tbe floor is fastened with strings to tbe sloping timbers. Tbe
lower edge is held by small pegs driven into the edge of the bench like

ledge of eai'tb wbicb marks tbe limits of the floor. When he needs

them the qa<;i'(hi reaches behind tbe curtain for tbe paraphernalia he
has ])reviously prepared and deposited there. The masks must never

be seen except when worn by tbe dancers, nor are tbe fetiches exposed
except when certain rites demand their display.

This recess is called by tbe Navalio djiv hritaslid, literally " mask
recess." Besides its practical use it has a mythic significance, as it indi-

cates tbe position occupied by First-man, who sat there with Qastceyalgi

(Dawn) and Qastceqogan (Twilight) on either band, in the house where
tbe Corn people were made. They also occupied similar positions in

tbe bouse in which they made tbe celestial bodies, and also in the

first iyiifasJi'ioti, which was made by them to celebrate tbe occurrence

of the first menstruation of Estsanatlehi.

No special veneration attaches to tbe iynfaslcuni except when a

ceremony is in progress. At that time it is devoted exclusively to the

qa<;(ibi and the other actors in the rites, and it is then kmtwn as <j((y(il'

hiqofjan, the song house. Perhaps the family for whose benefit it was
first used may have contributed the larger share of tbe food for the

workers who constructed it, but it is not held to be the exclusive

pi'operty of any one person ; it is for the use of tbe neighborhood. In

the summer time, during which season no important rites are cele-

brated, the women often erect their vertical looms there and use it as

a workroom. Some of tbe neiglibors may find it convenient to occupy
it temporarily, or when some occasion brings an influx of visitors they

adjourn to the flat-roof bouse, if there be one near, to smoke and
gamble and sleep there. But it is rarely used as a dwelling in winter,

as it would have to be vacated whenever one of tbe neighbors wished
to have a ceremony performed. Moreover, owing to its large size, it

would be more difficult to keep warm than the more compact bogan.

HOGAN NOMENCLATURE

qofjiin HHcVn f,ezd^—conical but; probably from siml, a plural article

pronoun; tsln., a timber; and fczd^, a point.

qogun fitcoU—round, inclosed hut. Both this term and the preced-

ing are used to designate the ordinary dwelling hut, but the former

is more commonly used.

qad'^a—east.

cafad—south.
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composing the frame, col-

lectively called

—
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iyiijd—west.

nuqolios—north.

mini—flat, bevel.

mii—vertical.

hi'nia'—slanting.

nanadi—a long straight object, as a timber.

ca<ta('«ie naai—south timber. ],„, ,„ , . . , .. ,

. . ,' , J. i- u The (five) principal timbers
lytifu^e nam—west timber.

|

. ., ,.

ndqokos^e nam—north timber.

tchj(-{'in^e nam—doorway timbers (two).

tsdfi—frame. Sometimes these timbers are called

—

ca^addje naai, Ujiijddje naai, etc. fe means " here," or " brought here;"

dje means "there" or " set there." The western timber is also spe-

ciallj' designated—
higidjv nolkdf, brought together into it; an allusion to its function as

the main support of the frame, as the other two timbers rest within

its spreading fork. The two doorway timbers are also designated

as uorth or south timber i-espectively. They are also called

—

tciije^n bmtni'li, those in place at the doorway passage.

^ezd''—a point; the forked apex.

Vejfa—the ground ; the floor.

Mtiiga—surrounding projection; the ledge or undisturbed margin of

the floor area.

tciyegin—the road there; the doorway. This term appears to mean
"the road there" to the east—that is, to tciyhanoai, the sun. The
word tciij also means day.

tcujegin sildi—the uprights of the door frame. They are also called

—

tciyegin idi—but this, strictly speaking, means one upright.

silai, or sildi—a iiair.

tciyegin sildi nanmli—doorway- post horizontal timber; the lintel.

tciyt-gin na^asiifd'ni—another term for the lintel. A single stick lying

on the ground is called

—

tsin sigd'ni—but when resting upon something above the ground it is

called

—

tsm fasigd'ni.

teilegi nanadi—smoke-hole horizontal timber; the crosspiece that

rests upon the large doorway timbers and forms the base of the

smoke-hole, and also supports one end of the doorway roof.

tcUej/i nafasigd'ni—this term is also applied to the smoke-hole stick, as

in the case of the lintel above.

tciyegin bikd^e nanijdji—doorway upper surface flat roof; the door-

way roof formed of parallel sticks resting on the lintel and the

smoke-hole base. The word

—

ho(jdn<fe—uppermost, is sometimes used instead of bikd^e. The term

—

nanljdji—means, literally, timbers laid level side by side, and is applied

to a floor of wood, as in

—
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wnya^e nanr}6ji—the below level arrangement of timbers or boards.
It is also applied to walls, as in

—

hiyu<fe binijoji—the side arrangement of boards. A bridge across a
stream is called

—

fo'inli'tiif/i )ianij6ji—the first term meaning " water flowing.''

tc{ye{-in biytife binyuji—doorway side walls; the sticks set in between
the uprights of the door-frame and the slanting doorway timbers.

tcili'gi—-smoke-hole; derivation obscure.

biyu^e binijoji—the side "walls;" the smaller timbers which inclose
the hut. They are also called

—

Mya'ife blnini'li—leaning around tlie sides; from hi'nia', slanting, and
the plural article pronoun sinil.

Fig. 2-i4—Interior of Yeljitrai hou

wji—cedar bark.

uji behesdjihi—cedar bark laid on ; the bark covering.

I'ej—earth.

l^ej behesni'U—earth thrown on or lifted on: the earth covering.

^dnipal^—suspended thin object; this term is always applied to the
door covering, which is usually a blanket banging from the lintel.

Terms applied to different parts of the floor area

qaa'ddje ni si'sJda—within the small corner in the east. The deriva-

tion IS probably as follows: qaddje, in the east; ni from yuni,

within; s/".v from iltsi/si, small; tkla from naskld, a corner.

ca^addje ni sl'gkla—within the corner in the south.

iijiyddje ni si'fkla—within the corner in the west.
ndqokosdje iii Hl'gkla— within the corner in the north.

ndqokosdje 7ii si'skla—within the small corner in the north.
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qonicpdygi—means something like sacred path or direction. Ndspas
is the name applied to a circle. During a ceremony persons enter-
ing a hut must pass in to the left of the fire; to leave the hut they
pass out on the north side of the fire.

iy(Wyi—under half; the center of the hut.
lio'ijnikc—fireplace; probably derived from Icotj, fire; ni', land; and

Ice, track or footprint; Ice also means land.

q6nicqa^—meaning unknown; it is applied to the space between the
fire and the entrance.

djic binushld^miisk corner or I'ecess.

tciyefin—the entrance. See explanation above.
Iclo^e—without; the area in front of the entrance outside of the hut.
qogdn bmefe—outside of the hut.

YibHcai house nomenclature'

iyd^ahaskimi—or ^askuni, the Yibitcai house; probably derived from
iyd, under; and fahnskuni, a detached, smooth-sided, flattop
mountain. This structure is also called

—

fiybttsdgi qogdn—four-legged house.

1. tcitjefin^c naal, tciye^in binini'li—
2. tciyefin sildi,—
3. tciyi'fin sHdi. nanadij or ^asigd'ni—
4. tciye^in bikd^^ nanadi—
5. tGiye<;in bogdn^e naiiijqji—
6. tciye<;m biydfe brnijqji—
7. qad'^adje nanadi—east horizontal timber.

ca^addje nanadi—south horizontal timber.

iyiyddje nanadi—west horizontal timber.

8. ndqokondje nanadi—north horizontal timber.

qad''adje idi (1)-—east post.

ca^addje idi (2)—south post.

iyiyddje idi (3)—west post.

9. ndqokosdje idi (4)—north post.

cafad qadHidje idi (1).

ca^ad iyiyddje idi (2).

ndqokos iyiyddje idi (3).

ndqokos qad'^dje idi (4).

10. biydfe bmijdji—the walls; also distinguished as north, south, east,

and west walls.

11. bogdn^e nanijoji—uppermost roof; the main roof.

12. tciySgin—doorway.
13. tcUegi—smoke-hole.
14. tcilegi 7ianadi—smoke-hole timber. The same term is api)lied to

the timber marked 7 in the figure.

As in the regular hog4n.

These posts are further distin-
guished as follows:

' The fif^ures refer to the iuterior view shown in figure 244.

''The numbers in parentheses refer to the ground plan, tigure 241.


